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About the Book
Lost, found, stolen, strayed, sold, fought over … This engrossing, beautifully crafted
novel follows the fictional adventures, over a hundred years, of an early 20th-century
painting and the women whose lives it touches.
It opens with bold, passionate Gwen, struggling to be an artist, leaving for Paris where
she becomes Rodin’s lover and paints a small, intimate picture of a quiet corner of her
attic room … Then there’s Charlotte, a dreamy intellectual Edwardian girl, and Stella,
Lucasta, Ailsa and finally young Gillian, who share an unspoken desire to have for
themselves a tranquil golden place like that in the painting.
Quintessential Forster, this is a novel about women’s lives, about what it means and
what it costs to be both a woman and an artist, and an unusual, compelling look at a
beautiful painting and its imagined afterlife.
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About the Author
Born in Carlisle, Margaret Forster is the author of many successful novels –
including Lady’s Maid, Have the Men had Enough?, The Memory Box, Diary
of an Ordinary Woman, and most recently Is There Anything You Want? – as
well as best-selling memoirs, and biographies of Elizabeth Barrett Browning
and Daphne du Maurier. She is married to the writer and journalist Hunter
Davies and lives in London and the Lake District.
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‘Rules to Keep the World away: Do not listen to people (more than is necessary); Do
not look at people (ditto); Have as little intercourse with people as possible; When you
come into contact with people, talk as little as possible …’
3 March 1912, Gwen John Papers, National Library of Wales
‘As to being happy, you know, don’t you, that when a picture is done, whatever it is, it
might as well not be as far as the artist is concerned – and in all the time he has taken
to do it, it has only given him a few seconds pleasure … People are like shadows to
me and I am like a shadow.’
[?] March 1902, Gwen John to Michael Salaman
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Prologue
in the heavy traffic along the embankment, barely moved. Plenty
of time to look out of the window, plenty of time to daydream. Gillian could see
Westminster Bridge coming up, but it didn’t seem touched by any of the majesty that
Wordsworth saw there, according to the sonnet they’d been reading in class the day
before. Big Ben was satisfyingly impressive, though. She enjoyed the chance, as the
coach crawled along, really to look at these landmarks, and at the same time she was
trying to frame what she saw, to separate the images and make pictures of them in her
mind.
Nobody else in the coach appeared to be looking at anything. They were having a
party, the other girls laughing and shouting, and two of them dancing in the aisle, in
spite of Miss Leach’s order to sit down and behave. Everyone was excited about being
in London, and the art exhibition they were going to seemed just an excuse. Plans to
sneak off to Oxford Street during the lunch break were well under way – Miss Leach
was easily fooled. Gillian felt sorry for the poor woman. She was a good teacher but
otherwise hopeless, with her straggly hair and nervous twitches and desperate desire to
be liked. All the way here she’d been bleating for silence, her thin face tight with
apprehension, flushed with indignation that no one showed her the slightest respect.
Eventually, the coach stopped outside the Tate Gallery and a spontaneous cheer
went up. Miss Leach stood up and clapped her hands, shouting for them all to be quiet.
Immediately, the girls at the back clapped back and stamped their feet, but then,
sensing their teacher near to tears – they were not cruel girls, just high-spirited today –
they calmed down. Miss Leach told them to get off quickly, because the coach had to
go off to park, and not to forget to take all their belongings with them. Gillian was first
off the coach. She waited while the others tumbled out, with their jackets and
backpacks and carrier bags and the bottles of mineral water everyone had to have at
the moment. Her own friends weren’t among this group – they didn’t do A-level art –
so she felt a little apart. It made her sympathetic to Miss Leach, who was leading the
way up the steps and through the doors into the gallery, where she stood in the lobby,
her finger to her lips, looking ridiculous and being ignored. The giggling and chatting
created such a hubbub that Gillian could tell their teacher would never impose order,
so she decided to act herself. Standing with her back to Miss Leach, she put her fingers
in her mouth and gave a sharp, short whistle. There was suddenly a shocked silence,
and then a burst of laughter, and when Gillian turned to her teacher and said, ‘Shall we
go, Miss Leach?’ everyone fell into line, perfectly obedient.
In the exhibition itself, the girls’ behaviour was exemplary. A little whispering
among themselves, but that was all. They moved from painting to painting in groups
of three and four, dutifully consulting the notes Miss Leach had given them as they
THE COACH, CAUGHT
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went. Gillian had read them on the bus. She found, looking at the paintings, that they
seemed irrelevant. Did she need to know where the artist was born, or trained? All that
mattered now, surely, were the paintings themselves and what she could see in them.
The artist’s intention didn’t matter, did it? If a painting didn’t speak for itself, what use
was it? She was convinced that art should be looked at in a pure way, uninfluenced by
any knowledge either of the artist or the circumstances in which it had been painted.
But then, in front of one painting in particular, she began to have her doubts. She
stared and stared at it, becoming more and more puzzled, and also, in an odd way,
disturbed. Something was there which she couldn’t quite grasp. The effort to
understand made her feel agitated, and she found herself biting her lip so hard it began
to hurt. She lingered so long that Miss Leach came to see why she was not in the
second room yet, and she moved on hurriedly, afraid she would be asked to explain.
She took care, after that, not to separate herself. They spent over an hour at the
exhibition and then the coach picked them up and took them to Hyde Park for their
picnic lunch. Gillian wandered off, to sit on a bench in front of the Serpentine, in
peace. She felt light-headed, the painting which had intrigued her flashing over and
over before her eyes until she felt dizzy. After she’d finished eating her sandwiches,
she opened her notebook, and sat with pencil hovering over the blank page. A new
thought had occurred to her, but she wrote nothing. Her mind was full of simple but
unanswerable questions.
Miss Leach was approaching, a silly, hesitant smile on her face. Hastily, Gillian
closed the notebook, and braced herself. She knew she was one of Miss Leach’s
favourites. She knew, too, that she ought to be grateful to her – at the last parents’
meeting the teacher had defended her right to study art when her father said it was a
waste of her abilities and that she ought instead to go to university. But Miss Leach
was creepy, it took an effort to be polite and friendly. She couldn’t stop the woman
from sitting down beside her, though. ‘Well, Gillian,’ she said, ‘wasn’t it wonderful, to
see all those paintings brought together, almost a lifetime’s work?’ Gillian nodded.
‘And what did you think of them, dear? I know you’ll tell me in due course, in your
essay, but in general, what was your impression? I’m curious.’
Gillian surprised herself. She realised what had been bothering her. ‘I thought
about their lives,’ she said, looking down at the water to avoid seeing her teacher’s
face. ‘Whose life?’ Miss Leach said. ‘His, or hers?’ ‘Neither,’ Gillian said, beginning
to feel embarrassed. ‘I meant their lives, the lives of the actual paintings, especially
one of hers. I was wondering where it had been, who had owned it, who had looked at
it. And other things – I mean, what effect did it have on the people who have looked at
it? What has it meant to them, how have they looked at it, did they feel the same as I
did, did they see what I saw, and …’ Her voice tailed off.
Miss Leach was silent for several moments and then, in a voice quite unlike her
usual plaintive tone, said that where paintings had been since they left an artist’s hand
was of no consequence whatsoever. A painting took its chance. It was as simple as
that.
But Gillian thought that somehow it was of consequence.
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I
and forced them along, great savage gusts of it, stinging their ears,
penetrating their scarves, whipping their uncovered hair into fierce tangles, slicing
through their coats and chilling their small bodies so completely they were crying and
gasping for breath before ever they reached the steps. Gwen fell. She tried to take the
steps two at a time but the wind unbalanced her and she tripped, clutching in vain at
the iron handrail. Thornton hauled her up, half dragging her to the door where
Winifred, lifted up there by Gus, already cowered. Gus had set her down, and stood
with his back to the door, his eyes closed, his arms spread wide to welcome the wind,
and a smile on his face.
All four of them, gathered together at last, hammered on the big solid door,
thumping it with their fists, rattling the letter-box and yelling to be let in. The door
swung violently back, the weight of the wood for once unequal to the powerful thrust
of the gale force wind. Closing it, as soon as they were safely inside the hall, took their
combined strength. Eluned had not stayed to help. The children collapsed on the tiled
floor, pulling at their outdoor garments, removing their boots, which were still thickly
caked with mud and under no circumstances to be worn in the rest of the house.
Winifred lined the boots up, taking pleasure in the task. On stockinged feet, they
pattered down the stairs into the kitchen, eager for the hot milk awaiting them.
Thornton and Gus drank greedily, and even Winifred sipped hers quickly. Gwen held
her mug tightly, wanting its outer warmth on her hands, but not its contents. One
mouthful was enough. The rest she would give to the cat, taking care that Eluned (who
would report this to her father) did not see.
Slowly, mug carried carefully, she left the others and went back up the stairs to the
hall, and then up the next flight and into her room, where Mudge awaited her,
expecting the milk. She emptied her mug into his dish, and he lapped the milk up
without looking at her. Closing the door, and sitting on the floor with her back to it,
she watched him. He was said to be an ugly cat, the runt of the last litter, but she saw
in the dull grey of his coat and the white-lined sharpness of his ears something unusual
that stirred her. He was her cat, unloved by others and all the more precious because of
it. But he did not like to be fondled or petted. They communicated through staring, at a
distance, into each other’s eyes, and by listening for each other’s slightest movement.
They did this now, when he’d finished the milk. There were sounds outside the room,
of feet approaching. Gwen braced herself. It was Winifred’s room too, but if she
pushed back hard enough against the door, Winifred would not, three years younger
than she was, be able to open it. She would run complaining to their mother, and Gwen
THE WIND PUSHED
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would gain more time.
But the footsteps ran past the door, heavy and hurried. Not Winifred’s, then, but
Gus’s. She was safe a while yet. She smiled at Mudge, who turned disdainfully and
jumped onto the window seat. She did not join him. Here, on the floor, against the
door, the room looked different. The window loomed above the window seat, seeming
twice the size she knew it to be. Interested, she followed the shape of it with her eye,
measuring it for length and breadth. She wished there were no curtains framing it. The
curtains were of dark red plush, thick and heavy, hanging from a brass rail all the way
to the floor. She hated them, detested too the cushions covered with the same material
on the window seat. Underneath there was wood which she loved to touch, the raised
grain of it satisfying to her fingers. She was sitting on wood now. There was a
patterned carpet on the floor but it left surrounds of wood on each side. These
floorboards, stained dark, were full of splinters but she liked the feel of them and
never chose to sit on the carpet. Its swirls of colour and its cloying woolly thickness
offended her. So did the wardrobe, gigantic from where she was sitting, seeing herself
reflected in its oval mirror. It dwarfed everything in the room. At night-time, waking
from dreams, it sometimes seemed to her that its mahogany sides ran with blood.
I am here, but not here, she thought, staring at herself. There is my head, and my
hair, untidy as a rag doll’s, and there is my body in its green dress, limp and still, and
there are my legs, sticking rudely out. It is me, but not me. And this room is not mine,
it has nothing to do with me. I do not inhabit it. It is just a place in which I have been
put. I can rise out of it whenever I want. So she rose, first just a little way, enough to
hover over the head she had just left, and then higher, until she broke through the
ceiling and was in Gus’s room, and then higher still and saw their house below, its roof
gleaming in the rain. Then she came back down, satisfied. For the moment. Mudge
turned and looked at her. He knew what she had been doing.
Reluctantly, she got up and went over to the window seat, where he allowed her to
join him. It still poured with rain, the wind still howled. It was a mad March storm,
sweeping in from the sea. They should not have been out in it. Their father, when he
came home, and was told by Eluned about their escapade, would be angry. No one was
to cause trouble in the house. Trouble, of any sort, upset their mother, and she must not
be upset, ever. Mother’s legs hurt, and so did her neck, and her back. She moaned
when she moved, and bit her lip. She had stopped drawing and painting and playing
the piano, and now she had to have her meat cut up for her because her fingers had no
strength. Gwen stared at them at mealtimes. Her mother’s fingers appeared bent and
there were strange lumps on the knuckles. She had tried to draw them but they did not
look right. Gus had tried too, and was more successful, but he had hidden his drawing,
not wanting their mother to see. He showed her instead a drawing of her face, sweet
and smiling when she was at rest on the chaise longue. Hands were hard to do and
attaching them to arms harder still.
Her mother was upstairs, in bed, though it was only three in the afternoon.
Winifred would have crept up to be with her. She would have crawled under the
eiderdown and snuggled up close, and Mother would be cuddling her and stroking her
hair and kissing it. Whenever Gwen went into her mother’s bedroom, she stood at the
end of the bed, silent and anxious. ‘Come to me!’ her mother would say, and hold out
her arms, but though Gwen obediently moved from the foot to the side of the bed, she
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could not do what Winifred did. She perched on top of the covers, and her mother put
her arm round her waist and squeezed her. It felt awkward, and soon she was released.
Inside, there would be a swelling of something she feared, a rising pressure of panic
which made her hurry out of the room before something happened which she would be
unable to control. She did not know what she would do. She might scream or cry or
shake so hard that she would frighten her mother. So she left the room.
It was always a relief. The bedroom stifled her and she disliked it even more than
she disliked her own. It was so packed with furniture, so overcrowded, and there was a
smell which made her feel peculiar, a mixture of the scent her mother used,
stephanotis, and the embrocation she rubbed into her limbs. The window was rarely
opened, the room rarely aired. She had tried to draw this bedroom but the paper was
not large enough to fit in more than half. She had drawn the window, liking the way it
sloped inwards, and the view through it of the slate rooftops, but could not work out
how to draw the bed and the chest of drawers and the linen box and the dressing table
and the wardrobe and the nursing chair – it was too much, it made her dizzy. Her
mother had looked at it and smiled and said the wallpaper was well done and the
carving on the bedposts excellently rendered. She had said Gwen was ambitious but
must learn to walk before she ran, and she had set her to colour in outlines of children
playing on the beach, which she had drawn herself, for Gwen and Gus.
Her mother’s paintings hung in the drawing room. They were admired by all who
saw them for the first time. ‘Oh, how pretty!’ people said, especially of ‘Oranges and
Lemons’, a picture of children playing that game. Gwen could see this was true. Her
mother drew figures well. The colours were vivid. There was life in the painting and
yet it did not stay in her head. She had stood staring at it for a long time when no one
else was in the room and then turned her back and all that was in her mind’s eye was a
vague impression of dresses and arms. Something was missing but she did not know
what it was. She had asked Gus. He had said he did not know what she meant. She
knew that he did but that either he could not say or he did not want to tell her.
Below, she heard the front door open and close. Their father was home from his
office. The house seemed to breathe differently. Still sitting on the window seat, Gwen
listened, raising her head like Mudge, stretching her neck as he stretched his. She must
not move, must not betray her presence. The light, never strong on such a day, was
fading. She liked the dimness, it made the room friendlier, as its bulging furniture was
half lost in the gloom. She heard her father’s voice below, and the striking of the
grandfather clock, and then his footsteps, slow and measured on the stairs. He was
going to see her mother. He would send Winifred away and spend half an hour with
his wife, alone, and then they would be called to high tea where they would sit silently,
eating and drinking. Their father would ask only the occasional question, and
Thornton would reply. If their walk had been reported, there would be a lecture. Gus
would have to say where they had been, and why. He would tell the truth. So long as
he did not mention the Gypsies, it would not matter. They would all say they were
sorry.
Winifred looked round the door. ‘Why are you in the dark, Gwen?’ she whispered.
Gwen did not reply. She got up from from the window seat and followed Winifred
down the stairs to the nursery where Gus was sprawled on the floor in front of the fire,
drawing, and Thornton was turning over the pages of his atlas. ‘Mama is going away,’
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Winifred said, ‘I heard Papa say so.’ They all looked at her. She was pleased to be
important and smiled at them. ‘Nothing to smile about,’ Gus said, ‘the aunts will come
again.’ Thornton groaned and slammed his atlas shut. Gwen said nothing. It was
always happening. Their mother would be too ill to get out of bed and then, when she
seemed a little better, and had come downstairs sometimes, she went away and the
aunts came and everything changed, and there was nothing that could be done about it.
They waited at the table for their father to tell them what Winifred had already told
them but he said nothing until the meal was over and then he cleared his throat. ‘Two
pieces of information for you to digest while you digest your food,’ he said. ‘One, your
Mama is going away for the sake of her health. Two, Aunt Rosina and Aunt Leah will
come to be with you. You must all be obedient.’ None of them said anything. Gwen
wanted to cry but if she wept in front of her father he would want to know why and he
would keep her at the table to explain what she felt did not need to be explained. She
bent her head and concentrated on her plate, tracing the flowery design over and over,
forcing her eyes to follow the outline of the pink roses and up the green stems and
round and round the prettily painted leaves decorating the rim. Her father was saying
something else. ‘When your Mama returns, we will go to Broad Haven.’
This news helped. Gwen saw herself at once in her own tiny room there, at the
very top of the house, bare except for its truckle bed and the mat on the floor and the
stool in the corner. Her mother had wanted her to share with Winifred, as she did at
home in Victoria Place, but she had begged and pleaded to be allowed to be by herself
at Broad Haven. The room was like a cell, Thornton said, and neither he nor Gus
envied her it. She had never been in a cell. But a prison cell would surely have little or
no light and her attic room was full of it. She could lie on the bed at night and look up
at the moon and the stars through the uncovered skylight, and in the morning the
racing clouds, flashes of white, woke her. Winifred’s room, and the boys’ room, had
views of the sea, but she did not care. Views of the sky excited her. She had tried to
draw the sky, seen through the skylight, but nothing came of it.
*
Yesterday had been market day in Haverfordwest. The streets and squares of the town
had been full of activity, thronged with cattle and pigs herded by the drovers and with
strong, tall Welsh women carrying creels of oysters on their broad backs. But what had
fascinated Gwen and Gus were the Gypsies, great gangs of them, taking the town over,
acting like kings and queens in spite of their raggedness. Their encampment was
outside the town but Gus had vowed he knew the way to it and she had agreed to let
him take her there, though she had not quite believed he would want to do something
so dangerous when the time came. But he was determined, and had woken her, and she
could not let him go alone. They stole out of the house soon after dawn, using the side
door which was the easiest to open, with no big bolts on it like the front and back
doors. The single key turned smoothly, and was never taken out of the lock. It led into
a narrow, covered passage which they crept along, knowing that the window above
was Eluned’s and that she was a light sleeper (or so she claimed). Another door
opened into the garden, and then they could run through the bushes down to the hedge
and the wooden gate in the middle of it. This was locked, but it was easy to climb
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over. Gwen tore her dress slightly on a nail, but cheerful Aunt Leah (whom the
children called Lily) did not fuss about such things, and Aunt Rosina (known by them
as Rose) who did, would never notice because her eyesight was not so good.
Gus knew where to go. They had an hour. If they were back by six, they could slip
in the way they had slipped out and neither Eluned nor the aunts would ever know.
Even if discovered, they could claim to have wanted to see if there were mushrooms
ready in the field opposite. Gus was so very young but his daring astonished her.
Gwen was not afraid of the Gypsies but she would never have approached an
encampment, or been bold enough to talk to them. It worried her that she was older
than Gus and ought to be more responsible and that she should have forbidden him to
go where he went instead of agreeing to accompany him. She knew that their father
feared that they might be kidnapped by the Gypsies, especially Winifred, though Gus
had no fear. He said he would like to be kidnapped and live the life of a Gypsy.
She did not think that she would like it. There was no order, so far as she could tell
from spying on them with Gus, and no privacy. But she longed to look inside a
caravan, though she did not see how this could be safely managed. She would never
go near to one, and would not allow Gus to do so. She had told him she would scream
if he left her side. All they were going to do this morning, all she would permit, was to
observe the Gypsies from a distance, securely hidden in the long grass. There would
be much to see. Today the Gypsies would move on. They would hitch their carts and
caravans to their ponies and horses and move away. Their fires would be put out, and
their pots and pans packed up and all this would be entertaining enough. It was their
clothes that fascinated Gwen most, the startling colours, the voluminous skirts, the rich
mixture of textures, so many fabrics thrown carelessly, triumphantly, together. She
longed to dress like them, despairing of her sensible attire. Aunt Rose said the dress of
Gypsies was vulgar and loud. When Gwen ventured to express the opinion that, on the
contrary, it was colourful, and cheerful, a half-hour lecture on the sin of vanity
followed.
The sun had risen, a red glow spreading low on the horizon, and the mist, though
still dense elsewhere, was lifting from the fields outside the town. They hurried along
the lanes, making for the woods on the slope of the hill. For a small boy, Gus had an
unerring sense of direction. The path by the River Cleddau was narrow and often
muddy but today, after the long hot spell, it was dry most of the way. She could see the
dark bulk of the castle looming out of the rising mist across the grey tidal flats on the
other side of the river. Gus did not pause to check that she was following but rushed
along, his footsteps loud slaps in the silence. The path ended abruptly. To enter the
wood they had to ford the river over stepping stones. Gwen skipped from one stone to
another without wetting her feet, but Gus slipped and soaked his right boot, another
thing that would have to be explained later. In the wood the undergrowth was thick
with bramble bushes, but Gus knew the path. She followed him closely, glad that he
now kept stopping and turning, finger to his lips. He was being cautions, and it struck
her that in spite of his bravado he was as frightened as she was. Then they saw and
smelled smoke. Gus halted, gesturing that she should turn with him to the right, and
take another half-overgrown track. She wondered how he had come to find it, so far
from the walks they had all taken together with their father. But now they had emerged
on top of a small hill, and below them was the Gypsy encampment. The noise rising
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up from all the activity was tremendous, the shouting and yelling, the cries of the
horses, the screams of babies, the clattering and crashing of goods being loaded onto
carts. They lay on their stomachs and watched without speaking. The biggest, most
decorated caravan was directly in line with Gwen’s vision. She was looking down on
to the top of it, but the window at the side was propped open with a cane, and she
could just see into the caravan’s bottom. There was a blanket, red and white, thrown
over something, and yellow cushions with tassels, and a glimpse of a table top with a
blue teapot on it. She imagined the rest and tried to draw herself into that space, but
she was baffled – she could not fit herself into it.
They were off. Mounted horses led the procession of carts and caravans, pulled
slowly by older, heavier horses. Children ran alongside and so did the dogs, howling
and barking and jumping. The silence they left behind was eerie. Suddenly, Gwen
could hear birds singing and the cracking of twigs all around. She got up. ‘Come on,’
she said, touching Gus gently with her foot. He still lay prone. She prodded him again,
and he rose, his face a scowl. This time, she led the way, remembering it perfectly, but
he was slow, and he dawdled. She had no means of knowing the time but she feared it
must be nearly time for Eluned to go into the kitchen and she did not want to have to
face her. But Gus did not care. He was in a dream, away with the Gypsies. The thought
of home made him miserable. Their mother had been away a long time. Gwen was
miserable, too, but she would not care to show it. It did not do to show her feelings.
Crying brought unwelcome attention. She wanted to hide, to find her room at Broad
Haven and lock herself into it.
At the gate in the hedge, she waited for Gus. His head was down, but he was
coming along a little more quickly. They tiptoed through the garden. Gwen noticed her
father’s curtains were still drawn. So were all the others in the house so it could not be
six o’clock yet. On the stairs, she paused, waiting for Gus, and squeezed his hand. He
squeezed back. Softly, she crept into the bedroom she shared with Winifred and got
into bed, fully clothed. In a short while, the household would come to life. She knew
all the sounds off by heart, though the order varied. Sometimes Aunt Rose sang her
hymns as she got up, sometimes she did not. Sometimes both aunts waited until Father
had breakfasted and left for the office before emerging themselves. Today, none of the
sounds were right. A faint click downstairs told her Eluned was up, but none of the
other usual sounds followed. She lay there, alert. There was whispering on the landing
above. Who? The aunts never whispered. Her father, to one of the aunts? He never
whispered either, never. She sat up. More whispers, this time passing her door. Then a
gentle knock. ‘Gwendoline? You are to dress, and dress Winifred, and come
downstairs. Your father wishes to see everyone.’
She got up and drew open the curtains on the bright August day. She helped her
sister to dress and brushed her hair as best she could. She heard her brothers jumping
down the stairs and a loud ‘Sssh!’ from Aunt Lily. Her heart began to beat a little
rapidly. She put her hand over the place where the beating was and held it there.
Winifred looked up at her anxiously, and she tried to smile. Hand in hand they
descended. Eluned and Gwenda and Josiah were standing in the hall, side by side.
Aunt Lily emerged from the morning room and beckoned to them. Thornton and Gus
were already there, standing awkwardly in front of their father, who had his back to
the fireplace. He stood very still and erect, gazing far off over the heads of the boys.
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Then he told them. Afterwards, barely pausing, but touching Winifred’s hair as he
passed, he walked into the hall and repeated the news. Then he went up the stairs,
steadily, not holding on to the banister. They heard his bedroom door close. Winifred
was weeping and Aunt Rose went to her and tried to embrace her but she wanted only
Gwen. Gwen let out a loud ‘Oh!’, almost a shout, and Gus echoed it louder, and called
out, ‘Mama! Mama is dead!’ and began to run round the room hitting things, and Aunt
Rose could not stop him. He ran out into the hall and the other children followed him,
crying and laughing at the same time, and he yelled over and over that Mama was
dead and they laughed hysterically and sobbed and clutched each other. The aunts and
the servants did not know what to do.
All day, curtains and blinds were pulled tight shut, and the aunts sorted out sombre
clothing for them. Mama was dead. How? Gwen wanted to know. When? Where? And
did this mean they would not go to Broad Haven? Gus drew, all day. He covered white
page after white page with mysterious crosses drawn in thick black charcoal. Gwen
longed to be outside, anywhere. Inside, the walls pressed in on her and the ceilings
lowered towards her and the doors came to meet her. She felt she would burst. She had
to shut her eyes tight and rise out of the house and hover above. It was so exhausting
and frightening.
‘Gwendoline has not wept a single tear,’ she heard Aunt Lily say to their father.
*
They were going to leave Haverfordwest and move to Tenby. No reason was given.
Eluned was going with them, and Gwenda, who helped her. Gwen heard Eluned tell
Aunt Rose that she would give it a try but did not know if she would take to Tenby.
Gwen felt superior. She had been to Tenby many times, with her mother. She
remembered the bay, and the beach with the bathing huts on it, and the palm trees. She
felt glad to be going there, away from the house to which Mother would never return.
It hurt so much to look into her bedroom and see Mother lying there and know she was
not really there at all, that it was only her imagination. The room was empty. Her
father had moved out of it. He had taken his clothes and moved to the bedroom next to
the boys’, and no one went into that other room any more. Except for Gwen. She did
not put the light on, or open the curtains, but stood with her back to the door, and
looked. The room was all shadows, merging into each other, streaming across the quilt
on the bed, an army of them. Half-closing her eyes, she made sinister figures out of
them. They were frightening but that suited her mood. Being frightened was preferable
to aching with misery.
They all had to help to pack. The aunts had tried to organise the packing before
they themselves left, but they were too distressed, and too concerned with their own
departure, to succeed in getting the children to empty their drawers and cupboards and
put the contents in trunks. Gwen had been surprised the aunts were not coming to
Tenby, and had not understood why. It was, she thought, something to do with her
father. Did he dislike his sisters-in-law? It was impossible to tell who or what her
father liked. He did not talk to them, unless to give orders, and he had said nothing
about the aunts, except that they had done their duty and he was grateful. Aunt Rose’s
face, when he said that, in front of them all, was strange. Gwen did not know whether
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she had seen anger or contempt there, or perhaps only pain. There was no point in
thinking about it. There was no point in thinking about a great many things, but she
could not help brooding.
It was exciting taking the Tenby road out of Haverfordwest. They had all
wondered if they would cry when the door of No. 7 was shut for the last time, but
nobody did, and nobody looked back. ‘Where are we going?’ Winifred whispered.
Tenby meant nothing to her. She was only five, and had never been there. ‘Beside the
sea,’ Gwen said, feeling that was all she needed to know. Beside the sea. But when
they got to Tenby, glimpsing the tawny sails of the fishing smacks, they found that
their new home was not exactly beside the sea. It was not one of the tall yellow houses
above the harbour but was up a dreary side street off the Esplanade, one in a row. The
paint was peeling off the window frames and it had a shuttered, dingy look. No one
said anything. They were afraid to offend their father by expressing their dismay.
Silently, they entered the house which seemed dark and crowded with mahogany
furniture. It was a tall house, with a basement and three floors and attics above. ‘Soon
we will be settled,’ their father announced, but there seemed no comfort in his words.
Gwen hardly dared to climb the stairs behind her father. On and on he went, never
turning to look at her and Winifred, never speaking. ‘Wait,’ was all he said, when they
reached the top landing. He opened the doors to the three attics, looked in them, and
then gestured that the girls should enter the middle one.
There was a lot to be thankful for. Gwen kept telling herself that. For a start, there
was light, two skylights without blinds. And the walls, though papered, had bland,
creamy-coloured flowers wandering across a pale yellow background. There was
cracked and horrid linoleum on the floor, but the two rag rugs, one beside each bed,
were pretty. There was a small chest of drawers, and above it a painting in a gilt frame.
It was of a boy wearing a red velvet suit. He was standing with his hands in his
pockets, one foot resting on a dog. Gwen shuddered. Her father noticed, and to her
surprise said, ‘You may take it down.’ He took it down for her and carried it away. The
nail it had hung on looked odd above the blank square below. She would draw
something herself to hang there.
The first night was hard. Nothing felt right, and they all longed for the morning
when their father would go to the office and they could escape onto the beach. But he
did not go. When Gus asked at what time he would be leaving he said he would not be
going to an office again, ever. He would work at home. The news appalled them. They
stared at him. They could not work it out. Father always went to the office. He had
impressed upon them many times how hard he worked, how necessary it was for him
to work to cater for their many needs. What would happen now? ‘You will go to
school,’ he told them. ‘It is being arranged. Until then, we will take walks.’ So they put
coats on and followed him out, and he walked ahead, as he always did, his carriage
rigidly upright, his nose in the air, and they half-ran to keep up. At least they were
outside and nothing was so bad. The sun shone, the sky was nearly all blue. Once they
got to the Esplanade the sight of the sea lifted their spirits. ‘Breathe deeply, in, out,’
their father said, and they stood in a line and did what he said, in, out, many times.
Down on the beach, where they were then permitted to go, they ran away from him,
Gus leading, shouting and yelling and chasing the seagulls. The tide was out and there
were patches of hard sand where Gus drew pictures with a stick he picked up. Gwen
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